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Abstract: With the development and popular application of Building Internet of Things (BIoT)
systems, numerous types of equipment are connected, and a large volume of equipment data
is collected. For convenient equipment management, the equipment should be identified and
labeled. Traditionally, this process is performed manually, which not only is time consuming but
also causes unavoidable omissions. In this paper, we propose a k-means clustering-based electrical
equipment identification toward smart building application that can automatically identify the
unknown equipment connected to BIoT systems. First, load characteristics are analyzed and electrical
features for equipment identification are extracted from the collected data. Second, k-means clustering
is used twice to construct the identification model. Preliminary clustering adopts traditional k-means
algorithm to the total harmonic current distortion data and separates equipment data into two to
three clusters on the basis of their electrical characteristics. Later clustering uses an improved k-means
algorithm, which weighs Euclidean distance and uses the elbow method to determine the number of
clusters and analyze the results of preliminary clustering. Then, the equipment identification model
is constructed by selecting the cluster centroid vector and distance threshold. Finally, identification
results are obtained online on the basis of the model outputs by using the newly collected data.
Successful applications to BIoT system verify the validity of the proposed identification method.
Keywords: Building Internet of Things; equipment identification; K-means clustering; euclidean
distance

1. Introduction
With the increasing integration of industrialization and informatization, Internet of Things
(IoT) technology has become an important means of interconnection between the human society
and physical systems [1]. In several application scenarios of Building Internet of Things (BIoT),
generally, the electrical parameter acquisition terminal and the equipment under test have no data
interaction [2]. Therefore, the type information of the equipment under test cannot be directly obtained
from the platform side and should be manually labeled [3]. With the increasing demand for the remote
monitoring and refined management of building electrical equipment, automatically identifying the
types of equipment connected to the platform is important [4]. Data-driven equipment identification
does not just considerably save labor but also timely adapts to the rapid change of equipment states [5];
it lays the foundation for equipment intellectualization [6].
Many experts and scholars studied the identification of electrical equipment mainly by acquiring
the relevant rules and mode information of user equipment [7,8]. Data-driven algorithms, such as
Markov chain [9], decision tree [10], probabilistic neural network [11], deep learning [12], support
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vector machine [13], greedy kernel principal components analysis [14] and hidden Markov model [15],
were applied to construct equipment identification models by mining the potential characteristics
of electrical equipment parameter data [16,17]. An equipment identification model that combines
k-means clustering and kNN classification techniques is constructed to identify the low-voltage DC
electrical load [18]. A k-means Bayes algorithm is used to analyze big data sets for identifying the types
of equipment failures [19]. Uncorrelated spectral components of active power consumption signal are
used to identify residential appliances [20], wherein Karhunen-Loeve expansion is used to breakdown
the active power signal into subspace components to construct appliance signatures. Ghosh et al. [21]
proposed an improved nonintrusive load monitoring technique for identifying different loads.
However, most of the current models are based on the analysis of specific electrical
equipment [22,23]. They have strong pertinence and weak robustness, cannot be flexibly applied to
certain electrical equipment, and cannot accurately identify data with unclear features. The equipment
identification method for analyzing historical data has poor timeliness. Although the method can
achieve equipment identification, it is extremely slow when the equipment states change rapidly.
To solve the abovementioned problems, a novel method for identifying the electrical equipment
in BIoT environment is proposed in this paper. First, the real-time and historical data of the equipment
are collected using smart sockets, and electrical parameters for equipment identification are extracted
through the analysis of load characteristics. Second, k-means clustering algorithm is used twice to
construct the identification model. Preliminary clustering adopts the traditional k-means algorithm to
total harmonic current distortion (THDi) data and separates equipment data into two to three clusters
on the basis of their electrical characteristics. Later clustering uses an improved k-means algorithm,
which weighs Euclidean distance and uses the elbow method to determine the number of clusters and
analyze the results of preliminary clustering. Then, the equipment identification model is constructed
by selecting the cluster centroid vector and distance threshold. Finally, identification results are
obtained online on the basis of the model outputs by using the newly collected data. The model
is applied to BIoT platform to establish a library-type equipment. Equipment identification can be
used to create user portraits and is important for accurate billing, anomaly detection, and demand
response programs.
Our main contribution is an equipment identification with improved k-means clustering algorithm
that: (1) integrates two clusters in a cascaded way to analyze and use different characteristics of
electrical equipment and improves the performance of equipment identification; (2) decomposes
the identification procedure to two stages which effectively reduces the amount of calculation and
implements online identification with real-time data collecting by the IoT; and (3) demonstrates
statistically significant superiority in both standard deviation and performance measures for clustering
tasks in comparison with traditional K-means clustering.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes the BIoT platform
and electrical equipment characteristics. Section 3 describes the identification method, including
data preprocessing, feature extraction, construction of equipment identification model, and real-time
equipment identification. Section 4 presents and discusses the identification results. Finally, Section 5
draws the conclusions.
2. Analysis of BIoT Platform and Electrical Equipment
2.1. BIoT Platform and Data Collection
The BIoT platform includes application services, cloud server, intelligent gateways, smart sockets,
and equipment. Figure 1 shows the structure of the BIoT system. The smart socket consists of parameter
acquisition and data transmission modules. The parameter acquisition module can collect various
electrical parameters of the electrical equipment, such as current, voltage, and power. The collected data
are uploaded to the intelligent gateway through the data transmission module. The intelligent gateway
aggregates data into the unified BIoT platform through a network protocol, such as TCP/IP [24].
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The data required for data mining algorithms, such as equipment identification, can be accessed from
the BIoT platform.
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Figure 1. Structure of the BIoT system.

2.2. Analysis of Equipment Characteristics
Considering the unique internal structure mechanism [10], electrical equipment has specific
operating parameters and load characteristics. The electrical parameters of the equipment include the
harmonics, current RMS, periodic current, power, and energy consumption, which vary in different
operation stages.
2.2.1. Analysis of Load Characteristics
With the rapid development of power electronics technology, various rectifiers, frequency
converters, and electrical equipment with nonlinear characteristics are emerging, which cause high
harmonics in grid current [25,26]. Nonlinear components exist in household and office equipment,
such as TV sets, energy-saving lamps, washing machines, and medical instruments. The survey of
harmonics shows [8–10] that common electrical equipment mainly produces odd harmonics of no
more than 13 orders [27,28], and a small number of electrical appliances produce harmonics of more
than 20 orders, but the content of harmonics is extremely small. The harmonics of 1–32 orders can
almost reflect the complete harmonics of equipment. Depending on the component, the equipment
can be divided into different types on the basis of the electrical load characteristics, which are key
parameters for equipment identification. Table 1 presents the load characteristics of equipment.
Table 1. Load characteristics of equipment.
Load Characteristics

Harmonics

Power

Example

Resistive load
Capacitive load
Inductive load

Absent
Larger
Large

Generally larger
Not too large
Irregular

Water dispenser
Desktop computer
Air conditioner
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As shown in Table 1, the load characteristics of the equipment include resistive (R), capacitive (C),
and inductive (L) loads. The R load operates through resistive components, and its power varies greatly.
However, the harmonics of R load are almost absent, and current waveform is close to sinusoidal
wave. The C load has AC/DC converter module; thus, it produces large waveform distortion and even
relatively high harmonics, but the power is not extremely large. The L load has the characteristic of
load current lagging behind load voltage with a phase difference, and certain equipment will consume
reactive power when consuming active power, which will cause large harmonics.
2.2.2. Analysis of Power and Working Characteristics
Users generally use the equipment in a certain time pattern. For example, several household
electrical appliances will show the approximate frequency of use when the user returns home from
work. The power of the equipment generally fluctuates in a small range around the rated power in
a particular working state. However, the power will change significantly when the working state
changes. The information shown in Table 2 can be obtained by analyzing the working states of specific
electrical equipment.
Table 2. Analysis of working electrical equipment.
Operation Status Characteristics

Self-varying
multiple-state
switching
operation

Mancontrolled
multiple-state
switching
operation

Stateless
switching
operation

Example

Work Time

Specific
time use

It can automatically switch between
multiple states in normal operation,
and each state has a fixed step size
and constant power.

Electric cooker

11:00–13:00 and
17:00–19:00

Uncertain
time use

Each state will have an uncertain
step size due to human intervention,
but the power is constant.

Air conditioner
and
water dispenser

----

Long-term
use

The normal operation will
automatically switch the operation
state, and the power and time period
of each state are fixed.

Refrigerator

Whole day

Specific
time use

When the state changes, the power
changes accordingly and is constant
in a specific state.

1. Range hood and
2. water heater

1. 11:00–13:00 and
17:00–19:00
2. 19:00–8:00
(next day)

Uncertain
time use

Man Controls the transition between
multiple states during normal
operation.

Notebook and
desktop PC

----

Specific
time use

Only one each of the running state
and fixed power are present in
normal operation.

1. LED and
2. microwave oven

1. 18:00–23:00
2. 11:00–13:00 and
17:00–19:00

Uncertain
time use

Generally, only one each of
operating state and fixed power
are present.

TV and
air heater

----

2.3. Feature Extraction
Electrical equipment of the same type has similar internal structure, operation rules, load
characteristics, and powers. These characteristics cause the current waveforms to have similar
shape, and the power changes of different states present similar regularity. Hence, the current
waveform and power of electrical equipment are selected as the reference standard for equipment
confirmation. Figures 2 and 3 show the working current waveforms and power models of typical
electrical equipment, respectively.
An oscilloscope is used to measure the current waveforms of equipment with a similar type under
a normal operation in a certain state. The current waveforms over two periods are abstracted, as shown
in Figure 2. Figure 3 displays the power models, which are obtained from the equipment living in
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full cycle. Different types of equipment, such as desktop PC and TV, show similar power variations.
These types of equipment present two states, namely, a fixed and nearly zero power when on standby
and a high power when in use.
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(c) Electric cooker

(d) Air conditioner(heater)

(e) Microwave oven

(f) Water dispenser(heater)
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Figure 2. Working current waveforms of typical electrical equipment.
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Figure 3. Power models of typical electrical equipment.
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Harmonic characteristics can be converted from current signal in time domain to spectrum signal
in frequency domain via fast Fourier transform [29]. The more abundant the harmonic content,
the greater the THDi. Therefore, the load characteristics of the electrical equipment can be roughly
judged by the THDi. Generally, the total harmonic distortion rates of R, C, and L loads have the
following relationship: THDiC >THDi L >THDi R .
3. Proposed Method
The proposed method for electrical equipment identification can be divided into four stages,
as shown in Figure 4. At the first stage, the historical data of electrical equipment, which include
harmonics and power, are collected by the smart socket and transmitted to the BIoT platform.
The second stage preprocesses data to obtain the valid data needed by the clustering algorithm.
The third stage analyzes the processed data by using clustering algorithm twice and constructs the
model. Finally, identification result is obtained online on the basis of the model outputs by using the
newly collected real-time data at the fourth stage. The details are presented as follows:

11010101001101100010110111

Smart socket

BIoT platform
1101001110111

Electric equipment
Real-time data

Historical data

Valid data

Preliminary/Later clustering

Data preprocessing

Model

Real-time identification

Identification result
Figure 4. Equipment identification flow chart.

3.1. Data Preprocessing
To ensure the correctness, consistency, integrity, and minimum value of the data, we fill the
missing value and process outliers of the valid data [30]. Figure 5 illustrates the data preprocessing
flow chart. The data preprocessing of preliminary k-means clustering and later improved k-means
clustering includes two sections. First, THDi is extracted for preliminary k-means clustering and
separates equipment data into two to three clusters on the basis of their electrical characteristics.
Second, the subsets of the preliminary clustering results are normalized and used to later improved
k-means clustering.
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Figure 5. Data preprocessing flow chart.

3.1.1. THDi Extraction
The THDi of a signal is a measurement of the harmonic distortion present and defined as the ratio
of the sum of the powers of all harmonic components to the power of the fundamental frequency [31],
which is expressed as follows:
v
u
1 u 32
THDi = t∑ Ii2 × 100%
I1
i =2

(1)

The THDi of current is extracted as a feature. The sample data are 32D. After extracting the
feature, the sample data become 1D.
3.1.2. Data Normalization
For a dataset with M records, a M×32 matrix N can be constructed as follows:



 N1,1 N1,2 ... N1,32 



N
N2,2 ... N2,32 
2,1
N=
 ...

...
...
... 





NM,1 NM,2 ... NM,32

(2)

To make the harmonics of different load characteristics comparable, we conduct the normalization
process that transforms the element of the matrix N to the range of (0,1] [32], as shown in
Equations (3)–(5), where ε is a positive real number close to 0 and avoids the occurrence of data
with 0.
nmin =
min
Nij
(3)
1≤i ≤ M,1≤ j≤32

nmax =
(
Nij0

=

max

1≤i ≤ M,1≤ j≤32

Nij −nmin
nmax −nmin ,

ε,

Nij

Nij > nmin
Nij = nmin

(4)

(5)
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The normalized matrix N’ is expressed as follows:

0
N1,1



 N0
2,1
N’ =

...


 0
NM,1

0
N1,2
0
N2,2
...
0
NM,2

...
...
...
...


0
N1,32



0
N2,32 
... 



0
NM,32

(6)

Normalization is performed on the later clustering basis instead of the entire method.
3.2. Construction of Equipment Identification Model
In k-means clustering, cluster centroids are initialized randomly. Data samples are assigned to the
closest cluster, which is determined by the distances between the corresponding centroid and sample
data. The centroid of each cluster is updated by calculating the mean value of all sample data within
the respective cluster. Then, the process of partitioning data samples into the corresponding clusters is
repeated on the basis of the updated cluster centroids until the specified termination criteria are met.
The identification model constructed by this method includes two cascaded clustering processes:
(1) Preliminary clustering: Preliminary clustering uses the data of the equipment harmonic index
THDi and divides the equipment valid data on the basis of the clustering results. The electrical
characteristics of equipment cannot be fully reflected from the harmonics. The divided sample
data are clustered by later k-means, and an improved similarity measurement method is proposed.
(2) Later clustering: The sample data of equipment with the same type are divided by improved
k-means clustering. By comparing the source data with the current waveforms and power
models of the above mentioned common electrical equipment, the equipment type labels at the
centroid are marked, and the clustering results are evaluated to complete the establishment of the
equipment identification model.
3.2.1. Preliminary Clustering
The harmonic indices { THDi1 , THDi2 , · · · , THDin } of the equipment are extracted after selecting
valid data from source data. K-means clustering can accurately cluster these source data because of their
small dimension and evident characteristics. On the basis of the load characteristics of the equipment,
the number of clustering categories K is set to no more than 3, and the centroid { A1 , · · · , Ak , · · · , AK }
can be obtained. On the basis of the centroid, the valid data are divided into K subsets, namely,
{ a1 , · · · , a k , · · · , a K }.
3.2.2. Later Clustering
K-means clustering algorithm selects the K 0 centroid. This algorithm adjusts the centroid location
on the basis of the similarity measure distance (Euclidean distance) between the centroid
{C1 , · · · , Ck0 , · · · , CK0 } and sample data and iteratively selects the centroid. The obtained clustering
centroid {C1 , · · · , Ck0 , · · · , CK0 } is the standard value of an equipment type [33].On the basis of the
centroid, subset ak is divided into K’ cluster, namely, {c1 , · · · , ck0 , · · · , cK0 }.
•

Improvement of similarity measurement method

Euclidean distance is the most commonly used similarity measurement method [34] in k-means
algorithm. However, the method only calculates the absolute distance among sample data [35].
To enhance the accuracy of this model, we introduce a weight parameter wi by finding the maximum
and minimum power from the sample data that fall in each cluster obtained from the preliminary
clustering process and centroid that is obtained from the last iteration. wi can be described as follows:
wi =

max { Pi , Pk0 }
min { Pi , Pk0 }

(7)
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where Pk0 is the power of cluster ck0 sample data and Pi is the power of the sample data of subset ak
that is obtained from the preliminary clustering process.
Similarity measurement can be written as follows:
q


2

0 − C 0 2 + N0 − C 0 2 + · · · + N0 − C 0
Ni1
d Ni0 , Ck0 = wi
k1
k2
k 32
i2
i32

(8)

where Ni0 is the harmonic of 32D sample data, which is from the subset ak that is obtained from
preliminary clustering.
•

Determination of K 0 value via elbow method

In contrast to the 1D sample data set of the preliminary clustering, which are obvious differences
in load characteristics, the sample data of the later clustering has more dimensions and the data
features are more complex. Therefore, the value of K 0 needs to be determined before later clustering.
The core indicator sum of the squared errors (SSEs) of the elbow method can be expressed
as follows:
0

SSE = ∑Kj=1 ∑O∈ck0 O − Cj

2

(9)

where O is the sample point in ck0 and Cj is the centroid of ck0 (mean of all samples in ck0 ).
We observe the change of SSE as the K 0 value increases. With the increase in clustering number
0
K , the sample partition is increasingly precise, and the SSE gradually decreases [36]. The K 0 value is
selected when the relative change of SSE reaches the maximum.
•

Label and threshold determination for final clusters

Using the improved similarity measurement method (weighted Euclidean distance) and elbow
method for the k-means clustering to cluster the sample data, final clusters are obtained and the optimal
centroid {C1 , · · · , Ck0 , · · · , CK0 } are selected. Combined with final clusters, the historical source data
collected in BIoT platform with timestamp are used to plot the curves. These data are compared to the
characteristic curves of the library-type equipment, which is extracted in Section 2.3, and the clustering
centroids {C1 , · · · , Ck0 , · · · , CK0 } are labeled as the real equipment.
Then, the variance σ2 of the sample data for subset ck0 is calculated. On the basis of the Gauss
theorem that the error (approximately) obeys the principle of normal distribution, 3σ2 principle of
normal distribution can cover more than 99% of the data. Considering that the distance is not negative,
the distance threshold ζ is selected, as follows:
ζ = 3σ2

(10)

3.3. Real-Time Equipment Identification
The real-time equipment identification mainly includes preprocessing data, calculating the
weighted Euclidean distance with centroid, comparing to threshold, selecting the cluster label,
and identifying the equipment type. Figure 6 exhibits the flow chart of the real-time identification.
The BIoT platform collects source real-time data when the equipment is running. First, the
real-time data are preprocessed, as mentioned in Section 3.1, and THDi is extracted to predict
the nearest cluster Ai of the preliminary clustering. Then, weighted Euclidean distance between
preprocessed data and each centroid of the later clustering is calculated, and the cluster label is selected
as the label of the specific record when the distance is the smallest one within the threshold. The process
of calculating weighted Euclidean distance and labeling is executed once every record. Hence, all the
real-time data collected are repeatedly used to identify the equipment. The principle of minority
obeying majority [37] is adopted to determine the equipment type, and the real-time identification is
completed. If no qualified value is found in the distance threshold comparison, then a new equipment
may be detected, and the equipment identification model should be updated.
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Figure 6. Real-time identification flow chart.

4. Case Studies
4.1. Description of Dataset
The dataset was generated from the BIoT platform deployed in the Laboratory Building of
Shandong Jianzhu University. We selected the data of the five types of equipment (i.e., water dispenser,
desktop computer, air heater, electric cooker, and microwave) in a room. Considering the operation
characteristics of the experimental equipment, we set the acquisition frequency of the smart socket
to once a minute, so as to avoid losing valid data and to save storage space. In addition to, when
a change in the state of the equipment is detected (the difference between the rms currents of two
adjacent collection is greater than 0.1 A), the changed equipment parameters will also be reported.
The data are collected from 1 January 2019 to 27 January 2019, and the total number of records is 10,533.
The collected electrical parameters include cycle current waves, power, and 1–32 orders of harmonic
values. Several invalid sample data in the dataset because the sample data are uploaded roughly at
minute intervals regardless of whether the equipment is working or in a standby state. On the basis
of the powers and timestamps, 8357 data are selected as the valid sample data. Table 3 presents the
quantity of data from experimental equipment, and Table 4 lists the valid sample data.
Table 3. Statistical of experimental equipment data.
Equipment Name

Equipment 1

Equipment 2

Equipment 3

Equipment 4

Equipment 5

Quantity of source data
Quantity of valid data

1955
1955

3070
1389

4555
4169

419
419

533
425
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Table 4. Valid sample data.
No.

FHG

SHG

THG

...

Power(W)

Time

1
2
3
4
..
.
8356
8357

5.41
5.38
5.36
5.35
..
.
2.5
2.54

0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
..
.
0.00
0.00

0.43
0.38
0.39
0.41
..
.
0.33
0.35

...
...
...
...
..
.
...
...

1665.1
1663.4
1667.5
1661.5
..
.
540.3
539.8

2019/1/1 8:18:16
2019/1/1 8:19:44
2019/1/1 8:20:12
2019/1/1 8:21:07
..
.
2019/1/26 11:18:50
2019/1/26 11:19:45

FHG is the fundamental wave.
SHG is the 2-order harmonics.
THG is the 3-order harmonics.
... is the 4-order to 32-order harmonics.

4.2. Model Training
The THDi is calculated on the basis of the harmonics of the valid data, as follows:
THDi = {8.90%, 9.47%, · · · , 17.87%}

(11)

In view of the type and quantity of the actual data in this experiment, the number of cluster K for
preliminary clustering is set at 2. Then, the centroid value of the clusters is {0.08082377, 1.06512096}
and the number of the clusters data is {4188, 4169}. Figure 7 presents the scatter plot of
clustering results.

Figure 7. Scatter plot of THDi based on clustering results.

Figure 7 shows that the THDi data are divided into two clusters by k-means clustering.
The dividing point of the THDi data is 0.5, and the x-coordinate is the number shown in Table 4.
The green points are labeled as 0, and the blue points are labeled as 1. The cluster centroids differ
considerably, and the scatter plots show remarkable results. The cluster with label 0 contains the data
of equipment 1, 2, 4, and 5; the cluster with label 1 only contains equipment 3.
Valid data sets are divided on the basis of the results of preliminary clustering, as follows:
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5.41


5.38
a1 =

···



2.54


0.18


0.14
a2 =

···



0.18


· · ·


· · ·
· · ·


· · ·

0.00 0.14 0.00 · · ·


0.00 0.10 0.01 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·



0.00 0.17 0.00 · · ·
0.03
0.00
···
0.00

The normalization of each sample data ak


0.8769


0.8721
N10 =

···



0.4118


1.0001


0.9981
N20 =
 ···



0.0241

0.43
0.38
···
0.35

0.01
0.00
···
0.01

(12)

(13)

construct matrix Nk0 is shown as follows:

0.0050 0.0698 · · ·


0.0001 0.0617 · · ·
···
···
· · ·



0.0001 0.0568 · · ·

0.0041 0.0721 · · ·


0.0038 0.0724 · · ·
···
···
· · ·



0.0001 0.0241 · · ·

(14)

(15)

When clustering the sample data of a1 , the effects of different K 0 values on SSE are shown
as follows:
Figure 8 shows that the K 0 value corresponding to elbow is 4 (the curvature is the highest),
and the optimal number of clusters K 0 for later clustering is set to 4. The K 0 value is selected for
later improved k-means clustering. Data set a2 is processed in the same way, and the K 0 value is 1.
Therefore, only the sample data in a1 are clustered for later clustering. In order to avoid the local
optimization problem, we adopt the method of randomly selecting the clustering centroid during
multiple clustering processes, and the maximum number of clustering processes is set to 100. Figure 9
exhibits the distribution of sample data in each cluster.

400
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200

100
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3

4
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Figure 8. Effects of different K’ values on SSE size.
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Figure 9. Distribution of sample data in each cluster at K 0 = 4.

The results of the improved clustering can be obtained from this model, as shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Results of improved cluster.
Cluster Label
0
1
2
3

Quantity
1956
1407
433
392

σ2
0.0092
0.0114
0.0041
0.0022

Threshold
0.0276
0.0341
0.0124
0.0067

Centroid Power
1653.89
293.61
735.62
521.04

Equipment Type (Number)
1 (1956)
2 (1398), 5 (9)
4 (419), 5 (14)
5 (392)

Accuracy
99.45%

Table 6 presents the centroid vector of each cluster. The second column “Cluster centroid vector”
is the centroid vector of the cluster which consists of 32D data.
Table 6. The cluster centroid vector of the clustering result.
Cluster Label
0
1
2
3

Cluster Centroid Vector
0.9845
0.0314
0.1681
0.0008

0.0851
0.0005
0.0003
0.0003

0.0016
0.0254
0.0025
0.0003

...
...
...
...

Table 7 displays the clustering results of sample data a1 by traditional k-means clustering.
Table 7. Information of traditional cluster results.
Cluster Label

Quantity

σ2

Threshold

Equipment Type (Number)

Accuracy

0
1
2
3

1962
1432
505
289

0.0582
0.0484
0.0671
0.0613

0.1745
0.1453
0.2014
0.1838

1 (1956), 5 (6)
2 (1398), 5 (34)
4 (419), 5 (86)
5 (289)

96.54%

For the sample set of the same clustered shown in clustering results, it may contain data from two
different type of equipment which is an error clustering result. In Tables 5 and 7, the second column
represents the quantity of data for the corresponding cluster which contains the sample data sets of
the collected data from equipment 1 to equipment 5. The number of the clustered sample data that
belongs to each equipment type is shown in the “Equipment type (Number)” column. For example,
in the second row of Table 5, “2 (1398), 5 (9)” means in the sample data with label 1, 1398 sample data
belongs to equipment 2 and 9 sample data belongs to equipment 2. To evaluate the clustering results,
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accuracy is calculated by dividing the correct number of clustering data by the total number of data,
as follows:
acc = T/total

(16)

T is the correct number of clustering data and total is the total number of sample data.
In the data comparison of Tables 5 and 7, the accuracy of the improved clustering method is
higher than that of the traditional one for the same dataset, which the threshold has a more accurate
value and the clusters of the same type sample data of equipment has a more correct set. By extracting
the square root and weighting the average variance σ2 of each cluster, the mean standard deviation of
the improved cluster is calculated as 0.0917 and the mean standard deviation of the traditional cluster
is calculated as 0.2366. From the mean standard deviation, the improved clustering effect is better than
the traditional.
4.3. Identification Results
In comparison with the current waveform and power curve of typical electrical equipment, the
results show high similarity. We compare several aspects, such as the peak current in the operation
cycle, the shape of the current waveform, and the shape of the power in the operation for a long time.
For example, as shown in Figure 10a, the current waveform shape is similar to the waveform of the
air heater, water dispenser, and electric cooker, and the final choice is the air heater because of the
maximum value. The power curve of (a) shows a fluctuation value of approximately 1650, and its
middle right part is slightly higher than 1650. In the power models of typical electrical equipment,
the power models of desktop PC, TV, and air header conform to the characteristics. The current
waveform and power curve of air heater are similar to equipment 1. Therefore, equipment 1 is
identified as air heater. Table 7 shows the identification results.

(b) Equipment 2

(a) Equipment 1

(c) Equipment 3

(d) Equipment 4
Figure 10. Cont.
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(e) Equipment 5
Figure 10. Similarity contrast between the current or power curves and extracted curves.

The data from the water dispenser connected to the platform at 8:03 a.m. on 22 March 2019,
and 23 real-time data were collected at 8:03–8:22 a.m. for equipment identification. Table 8 presents
the quantity of 23 source real-time data, which include the harmonics and power collected by the
BIoT system.
Table 8. Comparative analysis of identification results.
Equipment Sample Set

Equipment Type

Equipment 1
Equipment 2
Equipment 3
Equipment 4
Equipment 5

Air heater
Water dispenser
Desktop computer
Electric cooker
Microwave oven

THDi {3.4%, 4.2%, 3.7%, · · · , 4.2%} is extracted from source real-time data; it is close to A1 and
clusters to data set a1 . Prediction data are obtained by 32D harmonics data preprocessing of source
real-time data. The average weighted Euclidean distance is calculated between the full predicted data
and the centroids of the equipment identification model after data preprocessing, which is weighed by
the power of real-time data. The results shown in Table 9 can be obtained by calculating the average
weighted Euclidean distance.
Table 9. Source real-time data.
No.

FHG

SHG

THG

...

Power (W)

1
2
3
4
..
.
22
23

0.92
0.91
0.93
0.89
..
.
0.87
0.96

0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
..
.
0.00
0.00

0.02
0.00
0.00
0.41
..
.
0.00
0.00

...
...
...
...
..
.
...
...

294.2
290.0
292.1
293.3
..
.
293.5
291.9

As shown in Table 10, the minimum distance is the centroid corresponding to label 1, and the
distance is within the distance threshold of label 1 (ζ = 0.0341). Therefore, this equipment can be
identified as water dispenser in the range of the allowable error.
Table 10. Average weighted Euclidean distance.
Label

0

1

2

3

Distance

0.8141

0.0089

0.1468

0.0561
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5. Conclusions
A k-means clustering-based method for electrical equipment identification toward smart building
applications was proposed. First, we built a BIoT platform to collect electrical parameters of certain
typical equipment. Second, k-means clustering was used twice to establish the equipment identification
model. Third, the identification result was obtained online on the basis of the model outputs by using
the real-time collected data. Finally, a case study showed that this method can effectively identify the
typical equipment in building application with high accuracy. This method is suitable for the real-time
identification of typical electrical equipment with different harmonic characteristics. The constructed
model can be continuously refined in an incremental manner to enable real-time identification of
several types of equipment.
Limited by the electrical parameter acquisition and calculation capabilities of the measurement
terminal, we only use a few types of characteristic parameters, such as THDi and harmonics,
for equipment identification. Many other electrical parameters, such as V-I trajectory and
high-frequency EMI, can be used to identify equipment. Future work will focus on the comprehensive
use of other feature types to improve the accuracy of equipment identification and extend the range of
equipment types that can be identified.
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